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Abst ract - - In  the multiple-asymmetric TSP, a tour's letter rearrangement eighborhood weight 
is linear in the tourlengths of the tour and its inverse. This reveals that in the multiple-symmetric 
TSP, no arbitrarily poor local optima exist in such neighborhoods of derangement tours. (~) 2000 
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. GROUP THEORY,  TABU SEARCH,  AND THE m-TSP 
Permutations may be viewed as solutions to many combinatorial optimization problems uch as 
the multiple Traveling Salesman Problem (m-TSP). The size and complexity of such problems 
often overwhelm exact solution methods, causing recourse to heuristic techniques. In particular, 
the tabu search metaheuristic [1] iteratively chooses a new solution from among those in the 
neighborhood fa previously obtained incumbent solution. In this paper, we use group theory to 
reveal a surprising and powerful property of families of neighborhoods often used by tabu search. 
Intuitive explanations for the empirical success of tabu search (in areas such as multiple linear 
regression [2], job shop scheduling [3], and aircraft routing [4]) have traditionally been couched 
in narrative associated with algorithms. However, tabu search methods applied to permutation 
problems can now be described [5] in the unifying mathematics of group theory, the algebra of 
permutations. The application of group theory generates equations that reveal characteristics of 
tabu search methods not discernible by classical techniques. 
This paper develops a result hat has shown that popular types of letter rearrangement neigh- 
borhoods have no arbitrarily poor local optima. This useful property is possessed by any neigh- 
borhood that satisfies a certain wave equation [6]. Codenotti and Margara [7] prove this for two 
basic symmetric 1-TSP neighborhoods and then conjecture that similar results hold for more 
complex 1-TSP neighborhoods. Colletti [5] confirms this conjecture, proves it also holds for the 
more general symmetric m-TSP on derangements, and develops the associated wave coefficient 
formulas. 
In this paper, we use group theory to produce the key result that confirmed the above con- 
jecture: the weight, i.e., the summed neighbor tourlengths, of an asymmetric m-TSP letter 
rearrangement neighborhood is linear in the tourlengths of the incumbent tour and its inverse. 
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Section 2 gives an overview of group theory sufficient o understand the concepts presented 
in Sections 3-5. Section 3 establishes the above linearity property for the asymmetric m-TSP. 
Section 4 specializes results to the symmetric m-TSP, and Section 5 computes the coefficients 
found in Section 3. 
2. GROUP THEORY OVERVIEW AND THE m-TSP  
Gilmore et al. [8] say group theory may be used to build m-TSP heuristics: each tour corre- 
sponds to a permutation i S(n)--the symmetric group on n letters--and subtours are the permu- 
tation's disjoint cyclic factors. There are n! permutations in S(n) each representing an arrange- 
ment of the letters in N = {1. . .n}.  For example, let p = (7,2,6,5)(4,3, 1)(8,9)(10)(11), q = 
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5)(8, 9), and r = (11, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1) all be elements of S( l l ) .  The nontrivial 
disjoint cyclic factors ofp are (7,2,6,5), (4,3,1), and (8,9). The unit-cycles (10) and (11) are not 
explicitly considered, and a k-cycle is a cycle consisting of k letters. Since the 11 letters are split 
among five "salespersons", p is a 5-TSP tour and its cyclic factors are subtours: a salesperson vis- 
its four cities, another visits three cities, another visits two cities, and cities 10 and 11 are served 
by a dedicated salesperson. The number and sizes of the disjoint cyclic factors of a permutation 
define its cycle structure. 
Permutations can be regarded as bijections from N onto itself, e.g., t = (4, 3, 1) E S(5) is a 
permutation that maps 4 to 3, 3 to 1, and 1 to 4. Letters in N that are in trivial unit cycles are 
mapped onto themselves, e.g., 5 is mapped to 5. When viewed in this manner, the product of 
permutations p and q can be defined as their composite function: for letter x, (pq)(x) = q(p(x)), 
or alternatively, x pq = (xP) q. 
The unique permutation e that fixes each letter behaves as the right identity in S(n), i.e., 
Vp E S(n), pe = p. Permutation multiplication is associative and closed. Finally, if the letters 
in each cyclic factor of p are reversed to obtain permutation q, then pq = e. We say q is the right 
inverse of p, denoted p- l ,  e.g., [(1,2, 3)(4,5,6,7)] -1 = (1,3,2)(4,7,6,5). 
Any set together with a defined binary operation, such as multiplication on permutations, that 
satisfies the four properties of closure, associativity, right identity, and right inverse, is called 
a group. Group theory is well suited to n-city m-TSP heuristics because any method used to 
produce one tour from another can be expressed as operations in S(n). 
Now consider the special operation called conjugation. If p,q E S(n), then define pq - q- lpq 
(algebraists use the same notation for conjugation and mapping; thus if x is a letter, then x p is the 
image of x under p; if x is a permutation, then x p = p- lxp) .  Thus, [(1, 2, 3)(4, 5)] (6'1)(3'5'7'8) = 
(6, 2, 5)(4, 7). It may be shown pq is found by replacing each letter in p by its image in q, as the 
example suggests. If the letters moved by q are among those moved by p, then pq rearranges 
within p the letters found in q. Conjugation respects cycle structure, i.e., p and pq have the same 
cycle structure Vq E S(n). 
When C C_ S(n), define pC _ {pC : c E C}, called the C-rearrangement eighborhood of p. 
When p is a derangement in S(n), i.e., a permutation that moves each letter in N, pC are 
permutations that rearrange letters in p. Although tabu search often builds neighborhoods by 
rearranging letters, letter rearrangement has never been viewed by metaheuristicians as a group 
theoretic operation. 
Note that pC may have duplicates, i.e., there may exist x, y E C where pX = pV. In this paper, 
we retain duplicates. Also, for any X C_ S(n), define weight(X) as the summed tourlengths of 
permutations in X (viewed as m-TSP tours). 
The C-rearrangement eighborhoods studied here presume C is a union of conjugacy classes 
in S(n). A conjugacy class in S(n) consists of all permutations having a given cycle structure. 
Thus, the set of all 2-cycles in S(4) is the conjugacy class C(x,x) -- {(1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (2, 3), (2, 4), 
(3,4)}, while the conjugacy class of 3-cycles is C(x,x,x) - {(2,3,4),(2,4,3),(1,2,3),(1,2,4), 
(1, 3, 2), (1, 3, 4), (1, 4, 2), (1, 4, 3)}. 
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If p is a derangement in S(n), then the neighborhood of p consisting of all possible 2-letter 
swaps on p is given by pC(~.~). Likewise, all possible 3-letter swaps are given by pC( ..... ). However, 
the set of all 4-letter swaps is given by pC, where C = C(x,x,z,z) tO C(x,~)(~,x). In general, the set 
of all k-letter swaps on the derangement p E S(n) is given by pC, where C is the union of all 
conjugacy classes whose cycle structures move k letters. 
In this paper, we show that when C is the union of arbitrary conjugacy classes in S(n), the 
weight (pC) is linear in the tourlengths of p and p-1. The regression coefficients, excluding the 
intercept coefficient, depend only upon the cycle structures found in C. The intercept coefficient 
also depends upon the distances matrix. 
Colletti [5] applies this result to the symmetric m-TSP to show that a derangement's C-
rearrangement eighborhoods satisfy the wave equation (and so have no arbitrarily poor local 
optima). This finding extends that of [7,9] which address the symmetric 1-TSP with 2 or 3, or 
2- and 3-letter earrangement eighborhoods. Codenotti and Margara [7] conjecture that these 
latter results hold for more complex mixtures of letter rearrangement moves but do not speculate 
upon the form of the wave-k coefficient (which [5] reveals). 
3. ASYMMETRIC  m-TSP  L INEARITY  
Here we prove the above linearity holds for the m-TSP when distances form an arbitrary zero- 
diagonal real matrix D. For C C_ S(n) and p E S(n), weight (pC) is the summed lengths of arcs 
{[x, xP] c - [xC, xpC]:x E mov (p), c E C}, where mov (p) are letters moved by p, x q is the image 
of letter x under q E S(n), and x pc = (xP) c. 
When C is a conjugacy class in S(n), the seven transformations of p-arc r = [x, x p] under 
conjugation by C are 
Transformed 
Arc  
# C-Elements Cl e2 
Arc Variates 1 n - 2 
ca(= c~) 
n-2  
[¢ {x, x,'}, 
X p ~ X] 
C4 C5 
P(n  - 2, 2) 1 
[xv, ¢: x] [# xv, ~] 
~6 or(= c6) 
n-2  n -2  
where ek elements in C transform r into a specific column header arc a, and the bottom row 
gives the number of variants of a. For example, if r = [1, 2], then c2 elements in C change r
into a = [1, 3], one of the n - 2 variants {[1,3], [1, 4], . . . ,  [1, hi}. P(n, m) denotes the number of 
permutations n choose m. 
Since D is zero-diagonal, the summed lengths of all arcs in {r c : c E C} is 
T(x) = E D (x c, x pc) 
cEC 
i#x  i•xP 
If M = mov (p), A denotes tourlength, and noting that A(p -1) = ExeM D( xp, x) 
weight (pC)= E T(x) 
xEM 
= clA(p) + e2 I E D(x, i) - xFM D (x, x p) 
xEM 
i<_n 
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"~C3 xEM~-~D(i'xP)-~-~D(x'xP)]+[ c 4 D ( i ' j ) i ~ n  EM i,j¢x,xp EM +c5)~(P-1) 
-~-56 xEMZ D(xP'i)- xeM ~ D(xP'x) +c7 [~<MD(i,x)-- xeM ~ D(xP,x) 
i<n 
If SumD is the sum of all distances and if RM (CM) denotes the summed distances in rows 
(columns) indexed by M, then since c2 = c3 and c6 = c7 
weight (pC) = (cl - 2c2) A(p) + (c5 - 2c6) A (p- l )  
k~,J+=,~. J J 
(1) 
The last term's innermost summand is that of all distances except hose in rows/columns x and x p 
D(i,j) = SumD - SVMrow(x) - SVMrow (x p) 
i,j¢x,xP 
- SVMcol(x) - SVMcol (x p) + D (x, z p) + D (z p, z). 
Substituting 
~-]~ [ ~-~7, D(i,J)] =[MISumD-2(RM+CM)+A(P)-t-A(P -1) 
xEM i,jT£x,x 
into equation (1) yields 
weight m-ATSP (pC) = (Rmov(p) + Cmov(p)) (c2 - 2c4 + c6) + c4[mov (p)lSumD 
+ [Cl - 2c2 + c4] tour length(p)  + [c4 + c5 - 2c6] tour length  (p - l ) .  (2) 
This is linear in the tourlengths of p and p-1 on the subset of S(n) that moves all letters in 
mov (p). All coefficients depend only upon the cycle structure of conjugacy class C, except hat 
the intercept also uses distances. 
When p is a derangement, [mov (p)[ = n, Rmov(p) ---- Cmov(p)  = SumD, and so equation (2) 
becomes 
weight deranged m-AWSP (pC) = (2c2 + (n - 4)c4 + 2C6) SumD 
+ [Cl - 2c2 + c4] tourlength(p) + [ca + c5 - 2c6] tourlength (p - l ) .  
If C is the union of conjugacy classes {Ci} in S(n), then the above equations hold except 
that the coefficients are the sums of their counterparts on each Ci. This is because pC retains 
duplicates and weight (pC) = ~ weight(pC~). 
4. SYMMETRIC  m-TSP  L INEARITY  
As before, presume C is a conjugacy class in S(n). In the symmetric m-TSP, tourlength(p) =
tourlength(p-1), RM = CM, and so equation (2) becomes 
weight m-STSP (pC) = 2Rmov (p)(c2 - 2c4 + c6) + c4 Imov (p)ISumD 
+ [cl - 2c2 + 2ca + c~ - 2c6] tourlength(p). 
When p is a derangement, this equation becomes 
weight deranged m-STSP (pC) = (2C2 nt_ (n -- 4)C 4 -t- 2c6)SumD 
+ [cl - 2c2 + 2ca + c5 - 2ca] tourlength(p). 
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5. COMPUTING c k COEFF IC IENTS 
Let c be any permutat ion (not necessarily in S(n)) whose cycle structure is that  of the conjugacy 
class C in S(n). To compute ck, use the formula 
n! 
IcI - = ~(n, c), 
I] ni! i n~ 
i=1 
where ni is the number  of/ -cycles in the cycle structure of C (nl is relative to S(n)). 
Next find 7r(n, m, c), the number of elements in C which properly contain a specified m-letter  
q fo r /< m, subpath [Xl , . . .  ,Xm]. "Properly" means if q E C is such an element, then x i = xi+l 
and Xqm ~ xl.  
Let I(c, m) be the distinct integers i > m for which an/ -cyc le  appears in c. For i E I(c, m), 
let gi = cA~ -1 where Ai is any/ -cyc le  in c (thus, gi has c's cycle structure less an/-cycle) .  Finally, 
let Ci be the conjugacy class in S(n - m) whose cycle structure is that  of gi. Thus, 
7r(n,m,c)= E 
iEl(c,m) 
=E 
iEI(c,m) 
- -E  
]Ci[ * P(n - Imov (gi)[ - m,i  - m) 
ICi[ * P (n -  m - ]mov(c)[ + i, i - m) 
~(n - m, gi) * P (n -  m-  [mov (c)[ + i , i  - m). 
iEI(c,rn) 
We can now compute the ck values. Here, p E S(n), N = {1, . . . ,  n}, n > 4, and we seek the 
number  of c E C that  map p-arc [x, x p] into a transformed arc specified in the earlier table. We 
also use the notat ion "(statement)" to equal 1 if "statement" is true and 0 if false. Finally, S(X)  
is the symmetr ic  group formed on the letters in set X and for q E S(n),  the stabilizer of q in 
S(n) is {g E S (n) :  q9 = q}. 
• Find cl. We seek the c E C that  simultaneously fix x and x p. This is S(N - {x,xP}) N C 
and so cl = ([mov(c)[ < n -  2 )*~(n-  2, c). 
• Find c2(= c3). We seek all c E C which move x p but are also in the stabil izer of x in 
S(n). Thus, (n -  2)c2 = ([mov(c)l _< n -  1)*  7 r (n -  1,1,c), and so c2 = ([mov(c)[ < 
n - 1) * 7r(n - 1, 1, c)/(n - 2). 
• Find c5. To swap the letters in Ix, xP], c must have a 2-cycle factor. If A is any permutat ion 
with c's cycle structure less a 2-cycle, then c5 = (c has a 2-cycle factor) • ~(n - 2, A). 
• Find c6(= c7). c must properly contain [x,x p] and so c6 = (c has a factor with three or 
more letters) * 7r(n, 2, c)/(n - 2). 
• Find c4. Since ICI is the dot product of the table's two rows 
~(n, c) - ct + 2c2(2 - n) - c5 + 2(2 - n )c6  
c4 = (n -  2)(n - 3) 
6. SUMMARY 
Group theory is a useful framework within which to describe metaheurist ic oncepts applied 
to permutat ion problems, here the asymmetr ic  m-TSP  with arbitrary zero-diagonal real distance 
matr ix.  Letter rearrangement moves often build m-TSP  neighborhoods used by heuristic search 
to find attract ive tours. Expressing such moves via conjugacy classes in S(n) reveals a linear 
relationship among a tour 's  neighborhood weight, its tourlength, and that  of its inverse. When 
the tour is a symmetr ic  m-TSP  derangement,  his l inearity is used elsewhere to confirm that  
the letter rearrangement move satisfies a wave equation (and to find the wave coefficient) which 
endows the neighborhood with a useful property. Results found herein confirm a conjecture 
arising from proven results for basic symmetr ic  1-TSP letter rearrangement moves. 
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